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works fine for me with 2021 autodesk inventor. no issues. i had to restart inventor after the install
because my workflow has a lot of stl files open at a time. if you do have a lot of stl files open at once,

you may need to restart inventor first, though. i made my first purchase of a license for autodesk
inventor this year. i used a copy of inventor 2019 on a newly installed mac book pro and ran into a
couple of issues. one of the biggest was that it was running on the 32-bit version of inventor. the

2019 version of inventor is a 32-bit version. if you already have a 2019 or older version of inventor
installed on your mac, you may have to uninstall and reinstall 2019 for it to run on the 64-bit version

of inventor. you can search the forums for instructions on how to do that. i also found that using
google chrome as a browser causes inventor to crash, so if youre having issues, you may need to

change browsers. inventor just keeps getting better. at the time of this review, the 2020 version of
inventor is still in beta. this is a big reason that its getting so many positive reviews on the mac app

store. the only real issue i had with the new version of inventor is that when i opened it, it only
recognized inventor 2019 as the version that was installed. so, the autocad 2018 theme and all of

the objects within that theme were missing. i emailed the author of the theme about this and he has
confirmed that they have no plans to include these missing objects in a future update. so, if you use

any of the themes on this site, you will need to manually add the missing objects yourself.
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if you can get inventor to use the correct graphics drivers, you should have no problems. even with
all of the issues ive had over the years, parallels has never failed me. i still prefer it over booting a
virtual machine, but there certainly are situations where booting a virtual machine might be your
best option. i recommend giving parallels a try if youre having any issues getting your windows-

based applications running on a mac. inventor cam is a new generation cad / cam system developed
by israeli firm solidcam ltd (official distributor in russia - consistent software). this system is a
complete solution for automation of metalworking production. with the use of a wide range of

strategies offered by inventorcam for turning, milling, turning-milling and electro-erosion machining,
a technologist can quickly prepare the necessary set of control programs for machining a product..
inventorcam is available through the product, design, and manufacturing collection. the price of the

product, design, and manufacturing collection subscription is monthly, annually, or for 3 years.
please visit www.autodesk/collections/product-design-manufacturing/overview to learn more about

the product, design, and manufacturing collection.if some of your users only occasionally use
inventor cam, consider buying tokens to access it for 24 hours at a time. visit

www.autodesk.com/flex to learn more. 5ec8ef588b
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